
Circle the adverb in the sentence below.


The gritty, yellow wind blew constantly.


Underline the subordinate clause.


When I was young, I lived in a city that was mean, hard and ugly.


Complete the sentence with an appropriate conjunction. 

To and fro we pulled at that bag __________________ at last she spoke.


Underline the relative clause.


I lived by stealing from people, who had as little as I had , in the city.


Add ? Or ! to the following sentences.


What did she mean


What a lot of acorns


Replace the underlined words in the sentence below with the correct pronouns.


When I tried to snatch the lady’s bag,   the lady held on with the strength of heroes.


Insert inverted commas correctly in  the sentences below.


If you promise to plant them, I’ll let go , the lady said.


I said , All right, I promise.
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Tick one box in each row to show whether the apostrophe is used for possession or as a contraction (omission)


Circle the prepositions in the following sentence.


I planted beside roads, among rubble, ruins and railings.


Add commas correctly in the sentences below.


I stared at the acorns so green so perfect so many and then I understood.


They were planting trees and flowers fruit and vegetables in parks gardens and on balconies.


Write the underlined verbs in the past tense.


I forget the food and money and for the first time in my life I feel lucky. I sleep with the acorns under my pillow. In the morning, I begin to keep my 
promise.


Possession Contraction

I didn’t understand

The girl’s promise

The city’s streets

I’ll let go
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Tick the correct use of the apostrophe.


Tick whether the sentence is a statement, question , command or exclamation.


old lady’s bag

old ladie’s bag

old ladies’ bag

Statement Question Command Exclamation

How lovely are the trees

I Promise to plant the acorns

I was already far away, 
planting in another sorry city

What would I find in the bag
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